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Abstract | There is no widely accepted
concept of species for prokaryotes,
and assignment of isolates to species
is based on measures of phenotypic or
genome similarity. The current methods
for defining prokaryotic species are
inadequate and incapable of keeping
pace with the levels of diversity that are
being uncovered in nature. Prokaryotic
taxonomy is being influenced by advances
in microbial population genetics, ecology
and genomics, and by the ease with which
sequence data can be obtained. Here,
we review the classical approaches to
prokaryotic species definition and discuss
the current and future impact of multilocus
nucleotide-sequence-based approaches to
prokaryotic systematics. We also consider
the potential, and difficulties, of assigning
species status to biologically or ecologically
meaningful sequence clusters.

Attempts to bring order through categorization to the bewildering variety of organisms with which we share the planet have
been an ongoing human endeavour. For
higher organisms, the species has a special
status as, unlike broader taxonomic categories, evolutionary and ecological processes
underpin the concept of species. By contrast, species demarcation in prokaryotes
is not defined by a theory-based concept
and tends to be more arbitrary, anthropocentric or rooted in practical necessity. In
the case of prokaryotic pathogens, species
are historically defined on the basis of
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the disease they cause, regardless of other
ecological or evolutionary considerations (for example, Neisseria meningitidis,
Neisseria gonorrhoeae, Bacillus anthracis,
or Mycobacterium tuberculosis). Although
the status of a species is difficult to justify
from a broad conceptual viewpoint, these
familiar labels do have a vital role in clinical settings, the food-processing industry,
agriculture, bioremediation, public health,
environmental science and biosafety. The
names of species of human interest yield an
implicit understanding of what that organism is likely to do, or is capable of doing,
based on past experience. It is less clear,
however, whether our species demarcations provide this information for the vast
majority of prokaryotes that are never
going to cause gum disease, will never be
weaponized and will never prove useful in
treating raw sewage or making yoghurt.
Whereas practicalities dictate that many,
if not most, existing species labels remain
intact, we are forced to concede that the
status of species confers little evolutionary and ecological meaning in prokaryotes
in general. Given the recent advances in
sequencing technology and commensurate advances in our understanding of
evolutionary processes in prokaryotes, it
is timely to reconsider the extent to which
it is possible to provide a closer marriage
between an operational species ‘definition’ and a theory-based species ‘concept’
for those taxa that are currently poorly
characterized or yet to be discovered.

Defining prokaryotic species by DNA–DNA
hybridization. Prokaryotic species are
currently characterized using a polyphasic
approach that incorporates genotypic and
phenotypic (including chemotaxonomic)
properties1,2 BOX 1. Since the 1970s, the
cornerstone of genotypic characterization
has been the measurement of overall genetic
similarity among isolates, assessed by the
degree to which their genomes hybridize
under standard conditions (DNA–DNA
hybridization or DDH). Here, both similarity
in gene content and nucleotide similarity of
shared genes contribute to a measure of the
overall relatedness of their genomes. Prior to
the availability of DNA sequence information, DDH provided a standardized means
for identifying and classifying prokaryotes
that lack well defined morphological or
phenotypic characteristics.
Despite being introduced several decades
ago, DDH data are consistent with recent
results from complete genome sequences
and multilocus data. Nevertheless, DDH has
serious limitations: it is a time-consuming
procedure, carried out properly by few laboratories only, and it is ill-suited for rapid identification of prokaryotes. It is also unavailable
for the classification of prokaryotes that are
currently non-culturable, now recognized to
be most prokaryotes in the biosphere3. More
importantly, classification by DDH requires
pairwise comparisons of two prokaryotic
genomes, and individual strains cannot
be analysed and compared with a database
using a codified set of criteria to assign it to
a known taxon or to propose a new taxon.
We have no ecological or evolutionary theory
for how species demarcations should relate
to the extent of gene sharing between organisms. The recommendation to delineate
species using a 70% DNA–DNA binding criterion does not correspond to a theory-based
concept of what properties a species should
have, but was calibrated empirically to yield
many of the phenotype-based species already
recognized at the time of its inception4.
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Box 1 | Polyphasic taxonomy of prokaryotes
In polyphasic taxonomy, microbiologists aim to come to a consensus classification by
integrating different kinds of data and information into a classification of the biological entities
that contains a minimum of contradictions2. This includes phenotypic data (for example, the
results of biochemical tests, fatty-acid composition), genotypic data (for example, DNA
fingerprint data) and phylogenetic information (for example, rRNA gene sequences).
At present, a prokaryotic species is defined as “a category that circumscribes a (preferably)
genomically coherent group of individual isolates/strains sharing a high degree of similarity in
(many) independent features, comparatively tested under highly standardised conditions”1.
Practically, a prokaryotic species is considered to be a group of strains (including the type
strain) that are characterized by a certain degree of phenotypic consistency, showing 70% of
DNA–DNA binding and over 97% of 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene-sequence identity2.
Since the early 1970s, prokaryotic species have been delineated based on data generated in
DNA–DNA-hybridization experiments. In this approach, the overall genetic similarity
among isolates is assessed by the degree to which their genomes hybridize under
standardized conditions. Isolates that show more than 70% DNA–DNA-binding values and
less than 5% difference in their melting temperature (∆Tm) are considered to belong to the
same species (although this threshold value might be adjusted by expert practitioners that
are familiar with the vagaries of individual taxonomic groups), whereas isolates that share
less than 50% DNA–DNA-binding values definitely belong to different species. To facilitate
identification, phenotypic consistency within the species and differences between species are
required. Comparative sequence analysis of the 16S rRNA gene is extensively used to
determine the phylogenetic position of novel isolates. Strains that show <97% 16S rRNA
sequence similarity to all known taxa are considered to belong to a new species, as there are
no examples in which strains with this extent of divergence in 16S rRNA sequence meet the
criteria of >70% DNA–DNA binding.
In practice, the taxonomic characterization of a collection of isolates starts with a
screening that allows the more-closely related isolates to be clustered and to be
distinguished from unrelated isolates. Often-used screening methods include whole-cell
fatty-acid analysis (a chemotaxonomic method in which the lipids that are present in
bacterial cells are analysed and used to delineate clusters)31 and a wide range of DNA-based
typing methods, including amplified fragment length polymorphism fingerprinting32 and
several PCR-based methods using random primers33. These methods have the advantage of
being relatively quick and easy to carry out and can be automated, making them particularly
useful for the standardized screening of a large number of isolates. Subsequently, 16S rRNA
gene-sequence analysis is carried out on representatives of the different clusters, and these
sequences are compared with those of known species. In this way, the phylogenetic position
is determined. Based on the results of this analysis, organisms are selected that need to be
included in DNA–DNA-hybridization experiments.

Defining prokaryotic species by a rRNA genesequence approach. The advent of rapid and
cost-effective DNA sequence analysis has
circumvented the need for physicochemical
measures of genomic similarity. As pioneered
by Woese5, ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genesequence similarity allows the classification
of prokaryotes using a universally distributed
trait. Importantly, classification of organisms
in this manner employs sequence databases.
By comparing the rRNA gene sequence of
an isolate to those of all known prokaryotic
species, microbiologists can rapidly identify
prokaryotic strains. In addition, microbiologists who explore the vast diversity of
prokaryotic life using molecular approaches
can place their findings in a universal context
even when the isolates cannot be cultured.
Although the advantages of the direct
genotypic approaches are clear, classification by rRNA gene sequence alone
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— an increasingly common practice — is
unsatisfying for several reasons. The rRNA
gene sequences often lack resolution when
compared with DDH. Whereas isolates that
have less than 97% rRNA gene-sequence
similarity usually share <70% DDH and
belong to different species, isolates that
have ≥97% identity might or might not
meet the 70% DDH criterion for inclusion
in the same species6,7 (FIG. 1). Consequently,
near identity of rRNA gene sequences does
not eliminate the need to apply other methods to further explore whether isolates are
sufficiently similar to be assigned to the
same species. Most importantly, despite
the perceived reliability of 16S rRNA gene
sequence as a phylogenetic marker, any
single measure of sequence similarity is
subject both to simple stochastic variation
and to the influence of recombination or
horizontal gene transfer8,9.

Defining prokaryotic species by a multilocus
sequencing approach. Sequence-based
approaches to defining species require loci
that evolve more rapidly than rRNA genes,
and multiple genes provide a buffer against
the distorting effects of recombination at a
single locus. This is the premise that underlies the development of multilocus sequence
typing (MLST (see Glossary)), a method for
the genotypic characterization of prokaryotes at the infraspecific level using the allelic
mismatches of a small number (usually 7)
of housekeeping genes10. Groups of isolates
with identical allelic profiles define strains
or clones and form the basis for a genotypic
classification system. Therefore, whereas the
rRNA gene sequence might assign an isolate
to a genus, MLST might assist in grouping
isolates into the major genetic lineages within
a species11.
MLST refers to a specific tool designed
for molecular epidemiology and for defining strains within named species. To be
applied to the problem of SPECIES DEFINITION,
more diverse groups of strains, incorporating
whole genera, would need to be characterized. This would invalidate the use of simple
clustering procedures based on the number
of allelic mismatches, as most taxa would differ at all sequenced loci, and therefore phylogenetic procedures based on the nucleotide
sequences of the alleles would be employed
instead BOX 2. To emphasize the distinction from MLST, we propose that the more
general term multilocus sequence analysis
MLSA be used for such purposes.
Rapid and robust classification with
MLSA could use a universal set of genes,
which would allow for the hierarchical
classification of all prokaryotes12,13. However,
this approach might be impractical, as genes
that are informative within a genus or family
might not be useful or even present in more
distantly related taxa. Also, genes that are
conserved enough to be amplified by a set
of primers common to all species might not
evolve quickly enough to distinguish closely
related taxa. Because species-level taxonomy
is not primarily concerned with the deeper
phylogenetic relationships but instead with
demarcating species within a given genus
or family, our priority is to look for sets
of genes that can be used with all strains
from a particular group (a genus or family).
Nevertheless, some genes might be informative in more than one group-specific set, and
these more widely distributed genes could
provide tools for broader comparisons.
MLSA should use genes that are ubiquitous (at least in the taxon under study) and
in single copy, and should avoid those genes
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assigned to the Bacillus cereus group (Bacillus
cereus, B. anthracis, Bacillus thuringiensis and
Bacillus mycoides) have been similarly characterized17, producing results that are consistent with other approaches. Strains of the
insect pathogen B. thuringiensis correspond
to several distinct lineages within the phylogeny of B. cereus, a free-living soil bacterium.
B. anthracis, however, is more homogenous
and is a specialized clone of B. cereus. Were
it not for the capacity of this clone to cause
anthrax, it is unlikely that it would have been
recognized as a separate species17.

Glossary
MLST

Multilocus sequence typing, a method for the genotypic
characterization of prokaryotes at the infraspecific level,
using the allelic mismatches of a small number (usually
7) of housekeeping genes. Designed as a tool in
molecular epidemiology and used for recognizing
distinct strains within named species.
MLSA

Multilocus sequence analysis, a method for the
genotypic characterization of a more diverse group of
prokaryotes (including entire genera) using the
sequences of multiple protein-coding genes.

97%

What are prokaryotic species?

3

4

Figure 1 | Failure of threshold methods in
delineating prokaryotic species. Arbitrary
thresholds, such as 97% sequence identity,
will fail when more than one cohesive group
(1 & 2) is encompassed (position a) or when a
single cohesive group is split (position c). Any
threshold will fail when one group (taxon 4) is
paraphyletic and contains another group
(taxon 3) within its diversity.

in which recombination might confer a
selective advantage (for example, virulence
and antigen-encoding genes) or closely
linked genes.
The simplest approach is to concatenate
the sequences of the multiple genes and to
use the concatenated sequences to construct
a tree, which can identify deeply branching
clusters that can help the division of the
genus into species. Prokaryotic identification
in this scenario is a two-step process: rRNA
sequencing assigns an unknown strain to a
group (genus or family), which defines which
genes and primers are to be used for MLSA
to assign the strain to a species.
This MLSA approach has been used
in several recent studies14–18. For example,
MLSA showed the clear separation of
Burkholderia pseudomallei isolates from
those of Burkholderia thailandensis, which is
consistent with their status as separate species BOX 2, and showed that Burkholderia
mallei is a clone within B. pseudomallei,
raised to species status owing to its ability to
cause a distinctive disease in equines. Isolates
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MLSA is clearly capable of yielding sequence
clusters at a wide range of taxonomic levels,
from the infraspecific clonal complexes
of MLST, over clusters corresponding to
named species, to clusters at higher levels.
An important problem is deciding at what
depth of clustering to define species and
how to incorporate ecology into species
definitions. The demarcation of familiar
species could in principle be used to calibrate
the approximate range of diversity that is
expected to encompass newly characterized
species. However, as mentioned previously,
many named species demarcations are not
rooted in evolutionary or ecological theory,
so that many species are extremely diverse
in their metabolic capabilities19, in the gene
content of their genomes 20 and in their
ecology21. Indeed, various molecular techniques, including PCR-based and restrictionbased methods21 as well as MLST22,23, have
subclassified named species into multiple
clusters that might frequently be ecologically
distinct. Conversely, other named species
are extremely narrowly defined, particularly
among those pathogens in which ecological
specialization is all too obvious, resulting
in the onset of distinctive diseases, such as
anthrax (B. anthracis), gonorrhoea (N. gonorrhoeae), glanders18, tuberculosis24 and the
plague (Yersinia pestis).
Defining species limits by using levels
of sequence similarity typically found
within existing named species is clearly
inappropriate. A more attractive approach
is to seek ecological, genomic or phenotypic differences among the major clusters
resolved by MLSA that would justify their
separation into species. Ideally, we would
like a theory-based approach to the definiton of species based on MLSA data. Cohan
has proposed that bacterial species could be
split into smaller, more meaningful units by
incorporating the concept of the ecotype,
and that an ‘ecotype model’ could provide
a rational basis for demarcating bacterial

SPECIES CONCEPT

A framework to understand how and why an observer
can sort organisms into species; that is, what kind of
unit do we think the term species embraces, and what
characteristics are shared between all members of a
species.
SPECIES DEFINITION

A more practical outline of how to assign isolates to a
named species or identify new species.

taxa 4,25. Ecotypes are defined as populations that are genetically cohesive and
ecologically distinct. Cohesion results from
periodic selection events that recurrently
purge each ecotype of its genetic diversity
BOX 3. Moreover, ecotypes are expected to
be irreversibly separate from one another.
Ecotypes therefore hold all the quintessential properties of species as understood in
systematics outside of microbiology26.
From the standpoint of taxonomy, there
are many circumstances under which ecotypes are expected to be discerned as distinct
sequence clusters, although there are other
plausible scenarios in which they are not
BOX 3. When putative ecotypes are shown to
have both a history of coexistence (by being
in long-divergent sequence clusters) and a
prognosis for future coexistence (by using
different ecological resources in nature), we
could rationally give these groups taxonomic
status, either as species or as infraspecific
taxa. We note that such an approach raises
two fundamental difficulties. First, many
ecological adaptations will be difficult to
identify, especially when we are interested
in differences that allow coexistence of
populations in nature. Nevertheless, genomic
approaches might facilitate investigations of
ecological specialization, for example, by
comparing genome content and genomewide gene expression27. Second, splitting of
existing species into multiple closely related
species would yield a cumbersome taxonomy
and would be unpalatable to many taxonomists. One possible solution brought up for
discussion is to grant legacy status to existing
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Box 2 | Taxonomic relationships of Burkholderia spp.: insights from MLSA
Burkholderia mallei is the causative agent of equine glanders, an acute infection that is
characterized by either pneumonia and necrosis of the tracheobronchial tree if the organism is
inhaled, or pustular skin lesions, multiple abscesses and sepsis if the skin is the portal of entry.
Burkholderia pseudomallei causes melioidosis, an endemic disease in northern Australia and
South-East Asia. Melioidosis is characterized by a broad spectrum of clinical manifestations,
ranging from asymptomatic colonization to fulminant sepsis. In contrast to B. mallei, which is
an obligate parasite of horses, mules and donkeys with no other known natural reservoir,
B. pseudomallei is a saprophytic organism that is broadly distributed in water and soil in its
endemic regions. B. mallei and B. pseudomallei are phylogenetically closely related, and these
two species were shown to represent a single genomic species by DNA–DNA hybridization
(DDH) criteria34. The observed differences in ‘behaviour’ between B. mallei and
B. pseudomallei might relate to differences in gene content, as revealed by study of the genome
sequences35,36.
Recently, several avirulent, environmental B. pseudomallei-like organisms were formally
classified as Burkholderia thailandensis37. The 16S rRNA gene sequences of these three
Burkholderia species are more than 99% identical. Whereas it was previously shown that, based
on DDH, B. mallei and B. pseudomallei belong to the same taxon (as they show levels
of DNA–DNA binding higher than 76%)38, B. thailandensis is clearly different from
B. pseudomallei, as DDH values as low as 47% were found between representatives of both taxa39.
A thorough assessment of the genetic relationships between B. mallei, B. pseudomallei and
B. thailandensis was urgently needed. Godoy et al.18 recently reported on the use of multilocus
sequence analysis (MLSA) to elucidate these relationships. In this study, they determined the
sequence of internal fragments (~550 bp) of seven housekeeping genes (ace, gltB, gmhD, lepA,
lipA, narK and ndh) for a large collection of B. mallei, B. pseudomallei and B. thailandensis
isolates. These sequences were then concatenated into a single sequence of 3,399 bp, and this
sequence was used to construct a
B. pseudomallei ST4
1%
phylogenetic tree (see figure). The analysis
B. pseudomallei ST24
showed that all B. pseudomallei isolates
B. pseudomallei ST22
were tightly clustered and well separated
B. pseudomallei ST35
B. pseudomallei ST037
from the B. thailandensis isolates. In
100
B. pseudomallei ST5
addition, all B. mallei isolates had identical
B. pseudomallei ST9
sequences and clustered with the
B. pseudomallei ST18
B. pseudomallei ST38
B. pseudomallei isolates. The position of
B. pseudomallei ST67
the B. mallei clone within B. pseudomallei is
B. mallei
indicated with an arrow.
B. pseudomallei ST2
B. pseudomallei ST6
These data unambiguously show that
B. pseudomallei ST1
B.
pseudomallei and B. thailandensis are
B. pseudomallei ST27
different species (although they have
B. pseudomallei ST26
B. pseudomallei ST12
virtually identical 16S rRNA gene
100
B. pseudomallei ST11
sequences), and that B. mallei is a clone
B. pseudomallei ST16
B. pseudomallei ST8
(or a specific ‘ecotype’4) of B. pseudomallei.
B. pseudomallei ST15
This means that, on taxonomic and on
B. pseudomallei ST34
population-genetics grounds,
B. pseudomallei ST29
B. pseudomallei ST32
B. pseudomallei and B. mallei should not be
B. pseudomallei ST031 given separate species names, although the
B. pseudomallei ST021
important differences in their biochemical
B. pseudomallei ST41
B. pseudomallei ST19
activities and in the clinical symptoms and
B.thailandensis ST74
epidemiology justify this two-species
B.thailandensis ST76
100
concept.
B.thailandensis ST78
B.thailandensis ST79
This example clearly illustrates the value
B.thailandensis ST75
of
the MLSA approach for resolving
Burkholderia
sp. ST81
taxonomic ambiguities.

species, while naming confirmed ecotypes
within these species by an infraspecific label
such as ecovar4. Defining species as ecotypes
might remain reserved for those groups
whose ecological distinctness is obvious and
important (for example, pathogens), as well
as species yet to be discovered.
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Beyond MLSA

MLSA is attractive in that it avoids the vagaries of a single-gene approach and provides
an objective method to cluster strains within
a genus. Moreover, it is a high-throughput
methodology that is amenable to automation
and, by using digital data, allows taxonomic

assignment through the internet, a solution
to the burden of routine species identification. But this approach is not without its
flaws, in that species assigned as clusters
of multilocus genotypes remain empirically defined and subject to sampling bias.
For example, members of a species cannot
simply be delineated as strains with some
defined level of similarity to a type strain.
The composition of the clusters, and their
relationships, will change as more strains are
genotyped and large numbers of isolates will
need to be characterized to produce robust
groupings of strains. However, a recent
study provides some encouragement. Using
a set of strains of two closely related species
(N. meningitidis and Neisseria lactamica) that
both colonize the human nasopharynx and
are known to exchange genes, and strains
of N. gonorrhoeae, a tree based on the concatenated sequences of the seven MLSA loci
provided a good separation of the two named
nasopharyngeal taxa, whereas, owing to
recombination, single loci completely failed
to do so28. If nothing had been known about
the taxonomic status of these strains, the
MLSA clustering patterns, combined with
a consideration of the ecological context,
would lead to three clear groups — a cluster
associated with nasopharyngeal carriage and
meningitis (N. meningitidis), one with carriage but not disease (N. lactamica) and one
with genital colonization and genital disease
(N. gonorrhoeae).
Another problem is that a single set of
criteria or rules cannot be applied fairly
to groups in which significantly different biological processes have led to their
diversification and are responsible for their
cohesion. For example, MLSA clusters of
highly recombinogenic strains of Neisseria
spp.29 probably correspond to groups with
a different ecological breadth than comparable clusters of clonal M. tuberculosis24.
This distinction is not surprising for microbiologists familiar with these organisms;
therefore, effective use of an MLSA database should incorporate important aspects
of each organism’s biology and a certain
pragmatism, not strict definitions and rules.
It should be stressed that discrete sequence
clusters might exist in some genera but not
in others, and that new approaches to taxonomy should not be judged on their ability
to unfailingly identify species or to produce
the same groupings identified by traditional
taxonomic approaches. Bacterial species are
not necessarily natural entities that arise as
a consequence of evolutionary processes,
and disagreement and frequent taxonomic
revision within a group might in some cases
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reflect an underlying reality that genetic
variation is not neatly partitioned into
consistent entities that we can define as
species, whatever method we apply.
Although the MLSA approach outlined above is practical in grouping strains
together, it uses core genes and ignores genes
that lead to potentially significant differences
among strains. Important phenotypic or ecological differences might exist among strains
that are assigned to related clusters by MLSA,
but showing ecological differentiation that
justifies their separation into distinct species
or ecotypes might be difficult. Our current
ignorance of the genetic basis of ecological
differentiation makes it unlikely that even the
availability of complete genome sequences
will provide assistance in predicting whether
clusters are probably ecologically distinct.
In traditional taxonomy, the discrimination between prokaryotic species implies that
organisms within a group share phenotypic
characteristics that are fundamentally different to strains from other groups and which
can be used to distinguish these species. But
the identification of significant phenotypic
differences is neither easy nor objective and,
if species are split to recognize ecological differences among clusters, simple tests to identify ecotypes might not be readily achieved.
Despite these difficulties, the combined
analysis of complete genome sequences,
MLSA data and ecological data will greatly
help the improved delineation of biologically
meaningful taxonomic groups in prokaryotes 30 . Species definition and delineation
requires a taxonomic framework and suitable software tools, which can be achieved if
MLSA data are augmented, in central curated
databases, with additional information —
relating to ecological adaptation, population
structure, rates of recombination, amount of
horizontal gene transfer or source of isolation
— that would arbitrate species assignment.
In the absence of a universal SPECIES CONCEPT,
MLSA presents a highly valuable ‘baseline’
for creating and maintaining operational
protocols for species assignment.

Box 3 | Models for a theory-based taxonomy of prokaryotes
In the stable ecotype model, ecotypes are created and extinguished at a low rate. Each ecotype
(indicated by colour — panel a) undergoes a series of periodic selection events (indicated by
asterisks) during its long history of divergence from other such ecotypes. In each periodic
selection event, an adaptive mutant out-competes to extinction the competing lineages within
the ecotype; owing to rare recombination, periodic selection purges sequence diversity at nearly
all loci4. During its lifetime, an ecotype is recurrently purged of its diversity by these selection
events, whereas divergence among ecotypes is not25,27,40. Most such ecotypes (of sufficient age)
should be distinguishable from other ecotypes as separate sequence clusters, provided that
effective population sizes of the bacteria are large (>109)4,41,42.
There are alternative scenarios in which ecotypes might each contain multiple sequence clusters.
In the geotype-plus-Boeing model, geographically isolated populations of the same ecotype (or
‘geotypes’, indicated by colour — panel b) first diverge historically into separate sequence clusters
and then, in recent decades, jet planes carry all the endemic clusters of a single ecotype into each
region of the world25,27,43. In this transitional era when air travel (and to some extent even sea
travel) is still new, we might see multiple sequence clusters within one ecotype at one place25.
Genetic drift can also produce multiple clusters within each ecotype (panel c), when effective
population sizes are not enormous (for example, in pathogens, owing to bottlenecks of
transmission)44.
We next consider evolutionary models that yield multiple ecotypes per sequence cluster. This
might occur in the cohesive recombination model, in which multiple, closely related ecotypes
genetically recombine at a high rate (recombination indicated by ovals — panel d), retarding
sequence divergence at loci that are not responsible for adaptive divergence (for example, loci
used in multilocus sequence analysis (MLSA)). The outcome can be a reduction in the
distinctness of ecotypes for genes used in MLSA41,45. In the species-less model, there are no
cohesive groups27. There is frequent invention and extinction of ecologically distinct
populations and little periodic selection (panel e). The diversity within a population is not
constrained into the indefinite future by periodic selection; instead, diversity is constrained
only by the short amount of time from the population’s founding from a single mutant (or
recombinant) to the time the population goes extinct. Here, a single sequence cluster might
contain multiple, ecologically distinct (and young) populations.
In summary, sequence clusters can be guides to discovering ecologically distinct populations,
especially under the stable ecotype model, in which ecotypes and sequence clusters correspond
nearly one-to-one, but other relationships between ecotypes and sequence clusters are possible.
Nevertheless, a general sequence-based approach can be developed to identify ecologically
significant groups while accommodating these different models of evolution.
One possibility is that systematists might base their classification on the smallest groups that
have a history of coexistence as separate lineages and a prognosis of future coexistence as separate
lineages25. A history of coexistence can be inferred from the groups being in long-divergent
multilocus sequence clusters; past coexistence of extremely young groups might be inferred from
clustering according to quickly evolving VNTR (variable number of tandem repeats) markers46.
A prognosis for future coexistence can be based on an assessment that the groups are ecologically
distinct in the resources they use in nature25. Identifying taxa as the smallest groups known to be
ecologically distinct and to form distinct sequence clusters has successfully delimited the
functionally distinct players within a bacterial community; moreover, this is the de facto means by
which microbial ecologists discover groups of ecological significance47.
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Future prospects

The rapid advances in molecular and genome
biology have forced microbiologists to revisit
one of the oldest branches of their discipline,
systematics. A sequence-based approach,
in which comparisons between strains are
carried out by a computer and not a person
at a laboratory bench, is clearly the future of
microbial systematics and taxonomy. Beyond
the lack of ecological context and necessity
to retain ‘legacy’ nomenclature reflecting
important, previously described groups,
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E1 E2

Stable ecotype
model

Geotype + Boeing
model

Genetic drift
model

Cohesive
Species-less
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model

Ecotypes are labeled as E1, E2, E3 and so on. In panel b, geotypes within ecotype 1 are labeled E1 G1 and E1 G2.
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several issues remain to be resolved. First,
it might not be possible to delineate groups
within a continuous spectrum of genotypic
variation; that is, clustering might not occur,
or might include different groups of strains
depending on the sample used. Second, it
might be difficult or impossible to recognize
a new group when only one or few genotypes have been isolated. Third, important
phenotypes might not be conferred by stable chromosomal loci, resulting in marked
differences among strains that are closely
related. Indeed, important pathogenicity
determinants in Salmonella enterica and
B. anthracis are plasmid-encoded. Fourth, with
new taxa, it might be unclear where to draw
the distinction between clusters that should be
considered to define species and those that are
subgroups within a single species.Last, it is not
straightforward to apply MLSA to uncultured
material unless the population that is being
sampled is dominated by a single species or
strain, although approaches are being developed to analyse linked sets of genes from a
single uncultured organism27.
Despite these limitations, an MLSA
framework moves prokaryotic taxonomy
towards a rapid, flexible and objective standard with sufficient flexibility to accommodate
the vast differences in biology presented by
prokaryotes, the most abundant organisms
on the planet. Incorporation of ecological
data into the MLSA framework will allow for
meaningful taxonomic assignments, whereby
taxa are delineated by virtue of important
ecological traits as well as degrees of genetic
relatedness.
We propose that large-scale studies of
well known genera, preferably with differing
levels of recombination, should be carried
out to establish the patterns of clustering
obtained with MLSA data and to provide
a framework for further studies that can
explore the biological, ecological and genetic
differentiation between the observed clusters.
It would be interesting to include some genera
in which species resolution has been highly
contentious and subject to frequent revision,
to establish whether there are situations in
which there is a genetic continuum where no
procedures can provide robust species clusters. These studies should provide criteria
(pragmatic instead of rules and cut-offs) to
determine how we should use MLSA data to
define species and subdivisions within species for poorly studied or newly discovered
taxa. The next few years will undoubtedly be
both challenging and fascinating for taxonomists, and rewarding for those working to
understand species delineation and species
concepts in prokaryotes.
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